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A low pressure arc becomes unstable for sufficiently large arc

currents or low gas pressures (current limitation, arc star-

vation, arc chopping). We use a mercury arc with a long posi-

tive column and a current stabilizing external electric cir-

cuit. The arc current is increased very slowly at vapour pres-

sures below 1 mTorr, and voltage pulses with large amplitudes

and a typical duration of 1J us develop over the arc. The ac-

voltage distribution along the column is measured by external

capacitive probes, and when the column is kept axially homo-

geneous, the voltage drops are found to be concentrated to a

space charge sheath which forms a sharp and visible boundary

across the column. For current levels just below the current

leading to sheath formation, voltage pulses propagating with

the ion sound speed can be detected in the region of the column

where the sheath is formed.

For very low gas pressures current limitation may be associated

with theoretically predicted existence limits for a low pres-

sure positive column. For slightly higher pressures, earlier

theories for current limitation are found to be in disagree-

ment with the experimental results. It is concluded that the

fundamental processes leading to high voltage space charge

regions are not yet understood under actual discharge condi-

tions.



1 INTRODUCTION

The electric properties of a low pressure mercury arc become unstable at low pressures or high

currents. For gas pressures of the order of 1 mTorr this phenomenon can be observed for current

densities such that effects from the self magnetic field are small. When the discharge current is

stabilized by the outer electric circuit, voltage pulses appear superimposed on the anode voltage and

their amplitudes may reach values of thousands of volts, which is very large compared with the steady

arc voltage. The duration of an individual pulse may typically be of the order of 10 JLS.

In early investigations by some authors (e.g. Langmuir 1924 and Klarfeld 1938) high voltages over

mercury arcs were observed, but the extensive investigations at that time were in general restricted

to currents and pressures such that stable arcs existed. In later investigations, which usually have been

initiated through technical applications of low pressure arcs, the phenomenon has been called arc

chopping, arc starvation or current limitation {Hull and Elder 1942, Frazer et al. 1965, Harrison et al.

1965, de Villiers and Sander 1968).

The first two terms have preferably been used when a time variation of the arc current is imposed

by the outer electric circuit. When a step current is applied to a mercury arc with a long positive

column (Jacobsen et al. 1968, Torvén 1968, Aitken and Sander 1968), the current is carried under

normal arc conditions for a certain period of time which depends on the surface conditions, the tube

geometry, the gas pressure, and the step current level. During this time ion trapping (Carter and

Colligon 1968) takes place at the tube wal! which depletes the neutral gas at a faster rate than inflow

from the gas reservoirs can compensate for. When the atom number density in the column has been

reduced to a certain level, rapid current fluctuations develop which give rise to large voltage surges in

an inductive electric circuit. To avoid a gas rarefaction due to clean up the discharge current can be

increased very slowly so that mass equilibrium prevails at the walls. In this case the electrical properties

of the arc again become unstable for sufficiently large currents. This effect has usually been called

current limitation (Allen and Thonemann 1954, Allen et al. 1963, Stangeby and Allen 1973), and in

this paper we have chosen this mode of discharge operation.

In an arc coltimated by an axially homogeneous magnetic field inductive voltage surges can also be

generated by compressing the arc magnetically over a short region of its length (Tuma and Ware 1967,

Lejeune1971).

Alfvén and Carlqvist (1967) have suggested that the voltage drops during the anode voltage pulses are

concentrated to a space charge sheath which is formed by a plasma instability in the positive column.

Plasma instability mechanisms in the positive column have also been discussed by Faulkner et al. (1967).



Atlen and Thonemann (1954) and Allen et al. (1963) suggested that current limitation in a positive

column occurs when the ion flux to the tube wall becomes equal to the neutral gas flux returned.

Recently this model has been modified by Stangeby and Allen (1971) to include the experimental

fact that the electrical properties of an arc are always unstable for sufficiently low gas pressures

(Klarfeld 1938. Baoid et ai. 1969). However, except for a small pressure interval st very low pressures,

the current limiting mechanism in this model is the same as in the original model by Allen and Thone-

mann.

In this paper we shall report some experiments which show that current limitation in an arc with an

axially uniform positive column is associated with the formation of a sharp and visible boundary

across the column. We shall call this boundary for sheath because measurements presented in the

paper show that large ac-fields exist there. Our results indicate that the sheath is formed by a basic

plasma instability which does not have any connection with the saturation ion flux at the wall pre-

dicted by Allen and Thonemann (1954) and Stangeby and Allen (1971),

Sheaths have been used to explain observed phenomena in the ionosphere and the solar atmosphere

(auroral precipitation, solar flares) and models for sheaths in terms of an electrical double layer

have been investigated (Langmuir 1929, Alfvén and Carlqvist 1967, Persson 1969, Akasofu 1969,

Albert and Lindström 1970, Carlqvist and Boström 1970, Persson 1971, Carfqvist 1972, Block 1972).

Since sheath formation does not seem to have attracted any attention m earlier experimental in-

vestigations on current limitation, we shall attempt to give a survey here and demonstrate that sheath

formation is an ordinary plasma property in the positive column of a low pressure mercury arc.

Current limitation is also of interest \n some technical applications of mercury arcs. Besides, the

possibility to use a current limited mercury arc as a fast current switching device, which is a basic

element in circuit breakers for high voltage direct current, has been discussed (Breitholz and Carlén

1965, Jacobsen 1966, Herlofson and Torvén 1972).



2 EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

2.1 Discharge apparatus

The discharge device is shown in Figure 1. The cathode tank is made of stainless steel with a water

cooled molybdenum-mercury cathode being c slight modification of a cathode kindly placed at our

disposal by The General Electric Company Ltd, England. This cathode admits a better control of

the mercury vapour pressure than cathodes with conventional methods for cathode spot anchoring.

The tank has two jackets. A rapidly streaming cooling liquid in the lower jacket was used to regulate

the mercury vapour pressure. The temperature difference between the inlet and outlet was always less

than 0.5*fc. As seve: 3l hundred watts are dissipated in the tank for large discharge currents, a tem-

perature difference of a few degrees across tne tank wall would arise if it were made of glass instead

of metal. The upper jacket was kept at a hiaher temperature to avoid condensation of mercury there

when for small currents the heating from the discharge was insufficient. The tank was continuously

pumped by a mercury diffusion pump. The background pressure was measured by an ionization

gauge behind a liquid nitrogen trap. It was less than 1 juTorr with the gauge calibrated for air.

The anode was water_ooled and made cf itainless steel. The mercury vapour reservoir at the ancde

end was made of glass anrf here the systern was also continuously pumped by a mercury diffusion pump.

Viton O-ring seals were used as glass-metal joints, and our construction protected the O-rings from

exposure to any charged particle flux or UV-radiation from the plasma. By heating tapes the dis-

charge system could be baked at temperatures up to about 250°C.

In all experiments reported below we have used a discharge tube of Pyrex glass. As discussed in

Section 4.6 the tube end geometries are not of great significance for the sheath formation when the

gas reservoir pressures are balanced to keep the column axially homogeneous as described in Section

4.1. However, when one attempts to follow the onset of the instability as described in Section 5, the

use of tapers at the tube ends is advisable because it minimizes the level of the background fluctuations

in the column.

2.2 Control of axial gradients in the column

In investigations ot current limitation it is of importance to control axial gradients in the plasma column

caused by transport phenomena at high current densities and low pressure. In particular we have

controlled the total mass flux incident upon the wall, that is, the sum of the neutral atom and the ion

fluxes. This quantity, which equals the neuiral flux returned when mass equilibrium prevails at the

wall, was regulated by balancing the gas reservoir pressures at each end of the tube until the wall mass



fluxes were equal at C and A (Figure 1).

The mass fiuxes were measured by ionization gauges placed at the positions C, B. and A. The side

tubes containing the gauges were connected to the column by a number of apertures with diameters

of 0.18 mm. These were drilled in a thin (0.24 mm) metal plate which replaced the glass tube wall

of the column over a circular area of diameter 2 mm. A more detailed description is given elsewhere

(Torvén and Babid 1973, Figure 4) together with a more careful discussion of the theory for the probe.

Since no electric current flows through the apertures, the side tube will receive an ion flux

electron flux equal to # j w , and a neutral flux v/nw- The ions and electrons recombine in the side tube

and in the steady state a neutral atom density N builds up so that the outf lux of neutral atoms N V /4

equals # n w + 4tm. Here V = (8 k T ^ fnm-)"* where T ^ is the temperature of the walls surrounding

the side tube, k Boltzmann's constant, and mj the ion mass. Accordingly a measurement of N

immediately gives i ^ n w 4-

In addition to the control of axial gradients the probe at B was also used to estimate the local density

distribution close to a sheath (Section 4.5).

With sufficient positive potential to the metal plate no ions will pass the apertures since their diameters

are of the order of the plasma Debye length. Then a new atom number density N r is measured in the

steady state, and we get ^ n w = N r V/4 and # ( W = (N — Nr) V /4. In Section 5 use is made of this to

measure j w
separately, and the obtained value can be checked against # j v y as determined by using

j vy

the mass flux probes as Langmuir proves.

In practice the formulas above must be corrected for the finite thickness h of the plate containing the

apertures (diameter d). The used probes have h/d =* 1.3. Since the radial velocities of the ions are

much larger than their tangential velocities, we assume that the ion flux reaching the side tube equals

# j w - However, the neutral fluxes have to be corrected and we get ^ i w + ^ n w = | N r + K(IM - Nr) J V /4

and ^ j w = K(N — Nr) V/4. Here K is the Clausing factor, which is a function of h/d (e.g. Dushmann

1962), and under actual measuring conditions we had V /4 * 48 m/s and K = 0.45. We shall express

the total mass flux as a pressure corresponding to N r + K(N - Nr) at 293 K. The particle flux at 1 mTorr

i s t hen1 .7 -10 1 7 c r rT 2 s " 1 .



3 DISCHARGE OPERATION ANO INFLUENCE OF THE EXTERNAL ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

In general high voltage pulses can be produced by increasing the current at any rate, fast or slow. We

have increased the current (by increasing the circuit EMF) very slowly at a typical rate of 0.01 A/s

to avoid effects of gas clean up. If we instead applied a step current, much higher overvoitages (up to

some ten kV) than those reported here would be obtained, but in such experiments gas density re-

ductions due to ion trapping would occur.

The slow increase of the current has also the advantage that the fluctuations for a fixed current appear

to be almost stationary in the following sense. The pulse amplitudes and the pulse widths for most of

tiie pulses did not deviate more than about a factor of 2 from the corresponding time averages.

Similarly the fluctuations in the time intervals between two subsequent pulses were also small.

Accordingly we can easily follow the evolution of the voltage pulses on an oscilloscope when the dis-

charge current and other parameters are varied.

For the limited range of currents studied here, the maximum pulse amplitudes are limited to values

of the order of a few hundred volts which is desirable from another point of view. For higher pulse

levels secondary emission from surfaces may become of dominating importance.

For . fixed current high voltages can also be obtained by a slow decrease of the gas reservoir pressure

(cf. Section 5.4).

Before we present more detailed investigations of the voltage pulses and their origin in the next

sections, we shall consider the influence of the outer electric circuit which imposes a relationship

between the discharge voltage and the current for the low frequency fluctuations considered in this

paper. The circuits we have used consist of a variable EMF in series with a resistor R and an in-

ductor L.

An example of the voltage pulses and the corresponding fluctuations \n the current is shown in

Figure 2 for L = 0.2 H. In the diagram a high frequency signal is superimposed on the current and

the voltage during a pulse, and such a signal with a frequency between 0.1 and 1 MHz seems always

to be present. However, the pulse amplitudes were roughly given by LAI/At where Al is the

difference between the currents immediately before and after the pulse and At the pulse width.

Besides the pulse amplitudes were about independent of L in inductive circuits because, for the same

average current, a smaller L gave larger values of Al,and LAI/At remained fairly constant. In a low

inductance circuit with carbon resistors we found that the pulse widths increased somewhat, but still

the pulse amplitudes were about the same as in an inductive circuit for the same average current.

However, with low inductance the discharge current vanishes when the voltage amplitudes approach

the circuit EMF. The column is then usually completely deionized, and the arc extinguished since

the ignition voltage of the arc is much higher (typically 10 kV) than the circuit EMF (max. 800 V).



These observations suggest that, independent of the outer circuit, a certain »break-down» voltage

supplied from the external circuit is needed to maintain the discharge during pulses, and this voltagt

is mainly determined by the time averaged discharge current for a given discharge geometry and gas

reservoir pressure.

After a voltage pulse, the arc voltage assumed the same value as in an ordinary arc until the next

pulse appeared, and during this interval the current increased with a time constant determined by the

outer circuit.

In our experiments we have used a circuit which can be described by an EMF in series with a resistance

R and an inductance L; the distributed capacitance can be taken into account by a capacitance C

shunting R and L. Although the investigated phenomena do not seem to depend critically on the

outer circuit, the EMF or the inductance must be sufficiently large to prevent discharge extinction. We

have used a low inductance circuit to avoid a sharp resonance in the external impedance which had a

value of about 2 for Q = toQL/R, where a;o = (LC)~1y /2 * 0.5 MHz. The value of R was kept

constant at 35 12, and the circuit EMF was continuously variable between 100 and 890 V. The steady

arc voltage was close to 70 V.



4 FORMATION OF A VISIBLE SHEATH

When the pressures in the gas reservoirs were kept equal, the mass flux at A was always smaller than

at C. Then the high anode voltages were not in general associated with any clearly visual phenomena

in the column for the range of arc currents considered below. This is discussed further in Section 4.6.

However, when the column was kept axially homogeneous by balancing the gas reservoir pressures as

described below, we found that the voltage pulses on the anode are connected with the formation of a

sharp boundary across the positive column. On the cathode side of this boundary the plasma column

has the ordinary bluish mercury arc light whereas the plasma on the anode side is more reddish. We

shall call this boundary for a sheath because large electric fields exist there as will be shown in Sec-

tion 4.3.

4.1 Voltage current characteristic

The discharge voltage and the current were measured by an xy-recorder which had a time constant of

about 0.1 s. The current was increased in small steps at a rate of about 0.01 A/s, and for every step

the gas reservoir pressures were adjusted to give a mass flux corresponding to 0.66 mTorr on the mass

flux probes at C and A. Then the pressure at B was always a few percent lower (for example 0.64

mTorr at 8 A) so that a slight inhomogeneity still remained. This pressure balancing procedure was

applied in the ordinary arc region for currents up to 8.8 A only (Figure 3), and for larger currents the

gas reservoir pressures were kept constant.

The pressure gauge readings were corrected as suggested in Section 2.2. To clearly see the influence of

the correction, we rewrite the total mass flux ^ w as i£w = (N — AN) V /4 where AN = (1 —K)(N — Nr).

For small arc currents AN is insignificant, but for 8.8 A the measured values of N and N r at C

corresponded to 0.80 and 0.54 mTorr respectively, and AN becomes 0.14 mTorr. This value of AN

is based on the assumption that the ion flux is given by K(N — Nr) V /4. When instead the ion flux value

obtained by using the mass flux probe as a Langmuir probe (Section 5.3) is used to evaluate # w

according to the formula in Section 2.2, we get the value 0.63 mTorr instead of 0.66 mTorr. This shows

that the systematic error in # w due to the applied correction is small.

The anode voltage was observed on an oscilloscope and some typical oscillograms are presented for

different points on the voltage-current characteristic (Figure 3). For currents up to about 8.8 A

(point b) a normal dc-arc existed. However, for this current anode voltage fluctuations grouped in

characteristic »wave trails» could be observed on the anode voltage. To observe them clearly, the

background fluctuations in the plasma had to be suppressed as described in Section 5. The amplitudes

of these fluctuations increased with the current and their shape changed continuously until voltage

pulses with amplitudes of about 100 V could be observed at a current of 9.7 A (point c). As is seen

from the diagram this did not increase the time averaged voltage much because the pulses were
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sparsely distributed in time. The corresponding values of Al were about 0.3 A.

At about 10 A a visible sheath was formed and this occurred simultaneously as a sudden increase cf

the time averaged arc voltage. Simultaneously the pulse widths decreased by a factor of about 10

while the number of pulses per unit time increased. The sharpness of the boundary is shown in the

photograph in Figure 4. For the adopted mode of discharge operation the sheath was always formed

between L-j and B as indicated by the position S in Figure 1, and it remained stationary there.

From experiments reported in Section 4.6 it would appear that the sheath tends to be formed in parts

of the discharge where the neutral atom density is lowest. Since the mass flux was lowest at B, the

position S may be determined by the weak density minimum in the column, it was also possible

to move the sheath slowly towards the cathode tank by slightly decreasing the gas reservoir pressure

there by a few tenth of a mTorr.

As indicated in Figure 3, the transition to a visible sheath could also be produced for smaller currents

by applying a small local disturbance. It occurred for example when the tube was slightly heated or

cooled over a few cm of its length or when a weak magnetic field, transverse to the current, was

applied over such a distance.

Once the sheath had been formed a new voltage-current »characteristic» was obtained. When the current

was decreased a sudden transition back to a normal arc occurred for currents between 5 and 6 amps.

When the current was increased the pulse amplitudes increased and reached a level of about 400 V at

14 amps. This current also marked the final collapse of the arc discharge, because a spontaneous drift

took place, which approximately followed the load line U - V—Rl (U arc voltage, V circuit EMF).

This slow drift (a few volts/s) should not be confused with the transition associated with sheath format-

ion. Up to the point f in the diagram the voltage increase was mainly caused by an increase of the

pulse amplitudes and the pulses were superimposed on a dc-voltage level which remained about

constant and equal to the ordinary arc voltage. In the slow drift observed now this dc-level increased

whereas the pulse amplitudes usually decreased. During the drift the tube wall became red hot over a

distance of a few cm on the anode side of the sheath, and if the EMF were not decreased, the tube

imploded there due to the dissipated heat. The drift could be stopped by cooling the tube wall by an

air stream at the sheath, but it started again if the current was increased. This suggests that it is caused

by the tube wall heating.

In this state the discharge conditions are not very well-defined, and an additional sheath could be

formed in the region ef. In what follows we shall restrict the investigations to the region be and the

transition to a visible sheath where the discharge conditions still are well defined. There the amplitudes

of the voltage pulses are typically between 50 and 100 volts which means that for example secondary

emission from the tube walls should not be of dominating importance. The tube wall temperature,



which showed a pronounced maximum close to the sheath, was also limited to acceptable values of

the order of 20Cfc.

4.2 Capacitive probes

To find out whether large ac-fields are located to the sheath we used capacitive probes which proved

to be a simple and very useful diagnostic tool for detection of ac-fluctuations. The probe consisted

of a metal strip wound one turn around the discharge tube wall. The ac-voltage between the strip and

the earthed cathode was measured by a frequency independent voltage divider, one part of the divider

being an oscilloscope (10 Hz 10 MHz) or an amplifier (10 Hz - 10 MHz) with a 93 ft output to

which ac-meters could be coupled. The voltage divider coupled the strip to an earthed copper bar,

parallel with the tube, over Rd = 10 M£l and Cd - 2.2 pF.

On the average the ion and electron fluxes to the insulated tube wa!! must be equal. However, a rapid

fluctuation in the plasma column should give rise to a small unbalance in the fluxes and a time varying

electric field inside the tube wall. These processes give potential fluctuations on the strip. Here we have

mainly used such probts to compare signaU from different points along the column, and for this pur-

pose no detailed theory of the probe is required. However, it is of some interest to see under what con-

ditions the strip potential can be identified with the electric potential inside the tube wall.

We assume that the electric current density jo( t) flowing towards the wall at the inner surface of the

tube has a radial component only, inside the surface we have jo ( t ) " * o dE/dt + da/dt, where E is

the radial field at the surface and o is the surface charge density which will vary when the ion and

electron fluxes to the surface are not exactly equal. Within the glass we have jo( t) = ( f io/a)d(Vj—

where V-j and V2 are the electric potentials at the inner and outer surfaces respectively. The dielectric

constant for the gkiss is denoted by f , and a is the wall thickness. For a strip area A we accordingly

get for the current to the strip i(t) = Co d(V- | - V2)/dt, where CQ = A t £Q/e.

Firstly Co was determined in the following way. The inner surface of a tube with the same dimensions

as the discharge tube was covered by a meta! foil along 20 cm of its length. The capacitance to a strip

wound around the outer surface was determined as 15 pF/cm strip width for strips wider than about

3 cm. This value agrees with the value evaluated theoretically when edge effects are neglected. For

smaller widths the capacitance is no fonger proportional to the width due to edge effects, and widths

of 1 and 0.3 cm gave 19 and 10 pF respectively. This gives an idea of the space resolution of the probe,

and use of strip widths smaller than about twice the wall thickness does not increase the space resolut-

ion much since edge effects become dominating.
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To show that V^ is a voltage determined by the conditions in the plasma column independent of the

current flowing to the strip, we compared the signals from two 5 cm wide strips placed at the anode

side of a sheath. There the probe signals are independent of the probe position (cf. Section 4.3), and

posit-ve voltage pulses with large amplitudes can be observed when the strip voltage is measured by

the voltage divider. One of the strips had an air yap to the wall and a capacitance of only 9 pF where

as the other, which laid close to the wail, had a capacitance of 75 pF. Both strips were coupled to

earth over a small resistor to permit current measurements, that is V2 = 0. Simultaneous measurements

during a pulse showed that the currents to the two strips were in the ratio of 9 to ?5. Accordingly the

values of V^ evaluated by numerical integration of the currents agreed. Also, the voltage evaluated in

this way agreed with the voltage measured by the voltage divider. This shows that the measured potential

is determined by the plasma independent of the current drawn to the strip.

For a specific frequency f, V2 and V^ are related according to V2 = V^/(1+Cd/Co+1/j27rf RdCo).

Here j is the imaginär/ unit. In the experiments reported below we have C^ -^ 2 pF, CQ > 10 pF,

and R^ = 10 M12. The lower cut off frequency determined by 27rfRcjCo = 1 then becomes less than

2 kHz, and for the frequencies of interest here we have V2 ~ V-j. In some cases we have checked that

the investigated phenomena are not influenced by the lower cut off frequency by using voltage dividers

with R d = 100

4.3 Ac-fields at the sheath

Capacitive probe measurements were made in the column when a visible sheath was present, and the

discharge was operated at point d in the UI-characteristic {Figure 3). Two 0.3 cm wide strips were

placed on each side of the sheath with the strip edges 0.5 cm from the sheath as indicated by the

positions labelled 2 and 3 in Figure 5. The strip voltages were measured by a dual beam oscilloscope.

To screen the air fields between the strips, we used an earthed copper disc with a diameter of 10 cm.

The disc had a hole fitting the tube and was cut along a diameter so that it could be placed in the

plane of the tube cross-section with the tube in the centrum hole. The voltage fluctuations on the

cathode side had an average amplitude of the order of 1 volt whereas the fluctuations in the anode

plasma had an average amplitude of the order of 100 volts. Thisshows that large axial ac-fields must

exist in the region between the probes. Without the screening disc the distances between the probes

and the sheath had to be increased to about 1.5 cm to obtain similar signals as those obtained in the

positions 2 and 3.

It would appear that the two signals are correlated because the voltage pulses on the anode side

appear when the cathode plasma signal has minima. This was made more evident by moving the

cathode side probe and the screening disc a few mm towards the anode. By observing the probe
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signal simultaneously as the signal from a third probe in toe cathode plasma by repeated single

sweeps on a dual beam oscilloscope we found thai positive pulses appeared at the positions of the

minima during the motion, and the pulse amplitudes increased about linearly with the distance

covered. At the minima in the fluctuations in the cathode plasma, a signal with a frequency of a

few MHz could also be observed. This is more clearly evidenced by the lowest three traces in

Figure 5. The two upper are from a dual beam oscilloscope whereas the third trace is from another

simultaneously triggered oscilloscope. Apart from the high frequency signal, similar fluctuations as

observed in the cathode plasma according to Figure 5 were also present in the ordinary arc region,

and we shall call them background fluctuations (cf. Section 5).

Signals from two probes in any positions in the region SA were identical and no time delay could be

observed between two individual pulses with for example one probe close to S and another at A.

Besides the probe signals there were identical with the anode ac-voltage. In the same way the probe

signals were found to be independent of the probe positions in the region CS.

4.4 Ac-fields before sheath formation

To investigate the ac-voltage distribution at point c in the voltage current characteristic, we again

used two capacitive probes separated a distance of 1 cm with a screening disc between. The probe

signals were recorded on a dual beam oscilloscope when both probes, with the distance between them

unchanged, were moved to different positions along the column. In the region 6A both probes showed

voltage pulses identical with the anode voltage pulses. However, for any position in a region of the order

of 10 cm between L-| and B the following probe signals could be detected in different single sweeps,

triggered at arbitrary times, when the total sweep time was 0.5 ms or less: (i) background fluctuations

on both probes; (ii) background fluctuations on the probe nearest to the cathode tank and voltage

pulses on the other; (iii) voltage pulses on both probes; when the probes were moved to positions

closer to the cathode tank, only background fluctuations could be detected on both probes.

This again shows that large voltage drops exist over the distance between the probes when voltage

pulses are present in the region BA and on the anode, and these voltage drops remain within the

distance between the probes for certain time intervals. Accordingly the observations suggest that the

potential drops are concentrated to a sheath, but the sheath appears to »jump» to different positions

although the jumps are confined to a region of about 10 cm length. In view of this it would appear that

the formation of a visible sheath merely is a sudden concentration of the voltage drops to one point.

Simultaneously the number of pulses per unit time and the pulse widths change.

As was pointed out in Section 4.3 the transition to a visible sheath occurred spontaneously at a current

of about 10 A in an axially homogeneous column. When axial gradients were present we could main-

tain currents of 15 A or even 20 A without obtaining any formation of a visible sheath. The the
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voltage drops appeared at different positions at different times, and the positions could be distributed

over the whole column. However, suddenly the voltage drops were concentrated to a visible sheath

and simultaneously a drift along the load line started. The large power dissipation at the sheath caused

by the large voltage drops gave a red hot tube wall close to the sheath, and the tube imploded there

within some ten seconds. The transition could also be produced by applying a small disturbance to the

tube.

4.5 Evidence of gas rarefaction on the anode side of the sheath

By keeping the pressure at A between 0.1 and 0.2 mTorr smaller than at C a sheath could be established

in the region BA. Then the mercury vapour pressure in the cathode tank was decreased slowly. This

caused a pressure decrease at C (not more than 0.2 mTorr) which forced the sheath to move slowly

into the region CB thus passing the mass flux probe at B. There the pressure was measured simul-

taneously as a function of the distance TO the sheath. In this way the diagram in Figure 6 was obtained.

The scale on the ordinate axis gives the actual pressure readings without any corrections.

Thus the sheath is associated with a sharp gradient in the wall mass flux. Similar profiles in the neutral

atom density, measured by absorption of resonance line radiation, are known to exist at a stationary

sheath formed at a tube constriction (Sandahl 1971).

When the discharge was operated at point c in the current voltage characteristic, the region of

»distributed sheath positions» could also be forced to change position in the same way as above.

Again a pressure minimum and a maximum could be detected, but the corresponding gradient was

much smaller and the distance between the maximum and minimum pressures was of the same order

as the length of the region.

4.6 Influence of axial gradients and tube end geometries

If the arc current is increased slowly with equal pressures in the gas reservoirs, one would observe

high voltages on the anode but in general neither see a visible sheath nor observe the transition cd

in the current voltage characteristic (Figure 3). In such cases we could detect discontinuities in the

axial ac-voltage distribution close to A and in the anode taper. However, no visible sheath appeared

there but the sheath positions were distributed in space. As is suggested by the experiments reported

below, the position of the voltage discontinuities depends on axial gradients in the neutral atom

number density, and, depending on the sign of the gradient, regions with voltage discontinuities may

be formed at either of the tube ends. There space charge regions associated with the anode and the

transition from the cathode tank to the tube interfere with the sheath formation, too, which makes

the interpretation of such experiments more difficult.



By keeping the mercury vapour pressures in the two gas reservoirs unequal we introduced mass

density gradients which could be measured by ;he three mass fiux probes. We found that an increasing

mass density towards the anode forced .h» voltaoe discontin-jitiej to be formed at the cathode end

of the tube whereas a decreasing mass density towards the anode forced the discontinuities to be formed

close to the anode. When tha column was kept as axiaily uniform as possible by balancing the gas re-

servoir pressures, the discontinuities were formed within the uniform part of the tube, and the transition

to a visible sheath could always be observed. However, this did not occur for equal pressures in the re-

servoirs but when the pressure in the anode reservoir was kept larger than in the cathode reservoir. At a

pressure of for example 0.7 mTorr in both reservoirs and an arc current of 8.8 A the mass fluxes at C and

A corresponded to 0.9 and 0.5 mTorr respectively. Thus equal pressures in the reservoirs gave a mass den-

sity decreasing towards the anode in the region CA, and accordingly the voltage discontinuities tended to

be formed in the anode taper where they could be detected by capacitive probes and by the local heating

of the tube wall. This process seems also to have occurred in the experiments by Stangeby and Allen (1973)

made in a tube with a similar geometry and with equal pressures ir» the gas reservoirs. Although these

authors claim that there was no evidence of sheaths in their experiments and that sheaths are not the

basic cause of current limitation, they report that »certain regions such as the anode taper became

extremely hot to touch indicating large local voltage gradients there».

The only attempt to theoretically analyze axial transport phenomena in a column with two gas reser-

voirs kept at equal pressures seem to be the wor > by Rosa and Allen (1C70). Since these authors

assumed a priori that no axial pressure differences can arise in the uniform part of the tube, their

theory is, however, not relevant to the pressures difference observed by us.

When the column is kept axialiy homogeneous, it appears that the geometries of the tube ends are

of limited significance. We have for example obtained sheath formation in the tube shown in Figure 7

exactly in the same way as in the tube according to Figure 1 when the gas pressure was balanced.

However, it is preferable to use a tube with a taper at the cathode end for another reason.

In the tube in Figure 7 there is a space charge sheath present for any current at the sharp constriction

at the cathode end of the tute. Such constriction sheaths, which do not limit the discharge current, have

been investigated experimentally elsewhere (Schönhuber 195ö, Andersson 1971, Sandahl 1971). As far

as the investigations reported here are concerned, a constriction sheath only works as a »cathode»

which injects electrons from the cathode tank into th column and prevents a back flow of thermal

electrons from the column to the tank. A constriction sheath also generates voltage fluctuations which

can be detected by capacitive probes in the plasma at the anode side of the sheath but not at the

cathode side. The level is about independent of the current, ?nd most of the background fluctuations

in the ordinary arc region may be made up by such fluctuations.
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In the tube according to Figure 1 no visible sheath is present in the taper at the cathode end, but

observations by capacitive probes show that voltage fluctuations are generated there which indicates

the presence of a similar ^.oath structure as in the other tube. However, these fluctuations have

substantially lower amplitudes than those produced by a constriction sheath. Since it is of great

importance to keep the level of the background fluctuations as small as possible when one attempts

to follow the onset of the instability (Section 5), it is advisable to avoid sharp constrictions.



5 THE ONSET OF INSTABI LITY

5.1 Suppression of the background fluctuations and the »anode wave»

To investigate the origin of the anode voltage fluctuations, when they just appeared as wave trails

with a level of a few volts (point b in Figure 3), the background fluctuations had to be minimized.

Also in an ordinary arc (ab in Figure 3) such fluctuations can be detected by capacitive probes and

their amplitudes are typically a few percent of the dc anode voltage. Signals observed simultaneously

from two probes or from one probe and the anode appear to be identical, and on a time scale of juts

no time delay can be observed between individual fluctuations observed simultaneously at C and A.

The fluctuations are mainly confined to frequencies between 10 kHz and a few 100 kHz, and they

are sharply peaked at some 10 kHz. The peak is shifted to somewhat higher frequencies when the

current is increased whereas the amplitude usually decreases somewhat with increasing current.

The amplitudes of these background fluctuations were minimized and kept below 1 V by applying

a weak magnetic field (some ten Gauss) at the mercury pool and the space charge region there. For

example, a short coil could be used, and its symmetry axis was tilted somewhat from the normal to

the mercury surface until the fluctuations became as small as possible. This suggests that the

fluctuations have their origin in a region close to the mercury pool. As already mentioned a minor

contribution also came from a space charge region in the taper at the cathode end of the tube.

For currents of about 6 A (Figure 3} another type of signal appeared on the anode voltage with a

typical amplitude of a few volts. By capacitive probes this signal was detected in a region of a length

of some ten cm in front of the anode. When the current was increased this region extended. For

8.5 A the signal could be detected between the anode and a point about 30 cm to the left of A

(Figure 1), while probes nearer the cath de tank showed background fluctuations only. In contrast

to the background fluctuations this signal, which we shall call the anode wave, was almost periodical

and its shape changed in a regular way with the probe position. Some examples of the anode wave

for different probe positions are shown in Figure 8.

The amplitude of the anode wave did not increase much with the current. Besides, it could always

be entirely suppressed by placing a short coil with a magnetic field of some ten Gam at the cathode

side end point of the region where it was present. These observations suggest that the anode wave is

not of primary interest for current limitation although this must be conclusively decided by further

investigations. In the next section we shall report another wave phenomena which could not be

suppressed by a magnetic field, and we believe that this phenomena is primarily connected with

current limitation.
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The background fluctuations and the anode wave seem to be identical with the fluctuations observed

by Granovsky and Byhovskaya (1946) there called fluctuations of type 2 and type 3 respectively.

5.2 Voltage pulses propagating with the ion sound speed

The space resolution of the capacitive probes is not sufficient to find the spatial voltage distribution

close to a sheath, but only the two different voltage levels in the plasma on each side. However, at

point b in the voUage current characteristic, when the anode voltage fluctuations appeared as wave

trails, we could follow the generation of the fluctuations.

By simultaneous observations of the signals from two capacitive probes we could locate a region with

an axial extension of about 20 cm with the following properties. On the anode side of this region the

probe signals were identical with the anode ac-voltage. On the cathode side only background

fluctuations could be detected. In a homogeneous column the region appeared between L-j and B,

and as before its position could be changed by introducing axial gradients.

To find the voltage distribution within the transition region, we used eight 0.3 cm wide strips separated

by a distance of 2 cm as shown in Figure 9. To record the signals we used two simultaneously triggered

dual beam oscilloscopes with four dual trace units. A typical example of the obtained oscillograms is

shown in Figure 9. The signal detected by the first four probes may be interpreted as a voltage pulse

propagating towards the anode with about constant speed and simultaneously being amplified. We

shall call these pulses »ion sound pulses» because the speed measured from the oscillograms is of the

order of 10° m/s which is closely equal to the ion sound speed (Section 5.3). However, as is seen on

the next four probes the pulse »disintegrates» into a wave trail. This trail appeared simultaneously

on the anode and on a probe at any position in the anode plasma without any observable time delay

on the actual time scale. For a fixed current the growth of the ion sound pulses was continuously re-

peated with an average time interval of a few hundred ps. At different times the process started at

somewhat different positions although the growth was confined to a region less than 20 cm.

The observed pattern of fluctuations was not at all influenced when the magnetic field suppressing

the anode wave was removed. However, then the wave trails were not easily detected on the anode

and in the region where the anode wave was present since the two signals were mixed there.

A further increase of the current by a few tenth of an ampere brought forth a situation in which the

involved processes took place in regions too small to be resolved by the probes. Accordingly further

investigations should be made by probes with better space resolution. Furthermore, the capacicive

probes measure only changes in the electric potential inside the tube wall and may give a poor re-
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flection of much more complicated phenomena within the column. More detailed investigations

should also be based OR measurements of the radial distribution of the ac-voltages.

5.3 Values of some plasma parameters at the onset of the instability

The ion sound pulses appeared at a current level (ljs) which could be determined with an accuracy

within a few percent. l j s can be used to distinguish between the normal arc column and the non-

stationary, axially inhomogeneous column which appears during sheath formation. To determine

values of some plasma parameters for I = I-s, we used the two Langmuir probes shown in Figure 1.

The probes were spherical with diameters of 0.75 and 0.80 mm and made of tungsten. They were

placed in side tubes at a distance of 29 cm from C and A respectively and could be moved radially

and also entirely be removed from the column. In Figure 10 we show some examples of probe

characteristics obtained with the probes at the symmetry axis, when the discharge is operated under

the conditions given in Figure 3. When the discharge current was increased from 6 A to I j s = 8.8 A,

ion sound pulses appeared between the probes. In this current interval a continuous distortion of the

characteristic obtained from probe l_2 appeared. For 8.8 A we can ascribe a temperature to the low

velocity electrons which is about equal to the electron temperature for 6 A. However, then the tail

of the actual distribution will be overpopuiated relative to the Maxwellian distribution determined

by this temperature. For 6 A we can also estimate the potential difference between the probes to 16 V

whereas it becomes about 22 V for 8.8 A.

For I = 8.8 A probe L1 gives kTe % 9.8 eV and n e *s 2.7 • 101 1 c m " 3 . Probe l_2 gives n e * 1.7 101 ' cm" " 3

when an »average temperature» of kTe = 14 eV is assumed. When the probes were moved to a distance

of about 1 mm from the tube wall, the electron saturation flux decreased to about half of the value

at the symmetry axis in agreement with observations by Klarfeld (1938). By using the arithmetical

mean of the two values for the average electron number density, ne, we get n e ~ 2.0 • 10 ' cm ° for

L j and n"e * 1.3 • 10^1 c m " 3 for L^- The corresponding values for 6 A are 2.0 • 1 0 ^ and

1.6 ' 1 0 ' ' respectively. To estimate values of some plasma parameters at the onset of the instability

we use values from L^ for I = 8.8 A. Then we get for the plasma Debye length Xp = (£okTe/n"ee2) ' / 2 =s

* 5 . 2 - 1 0 - 5 m , v e = ( k T e / m e } 1 / 2 ^ 1.3 • 106 ms~1 , Cs = {kTe / rr i j )1 / 2 * 2.2 • 103 m s " 1 ,

c j p e = ve/Xp * 2.5 • 10 1 0 s " 1 , and u>pj = Cs/X0 « 4.2 • 107 s~1 . The electron drift velocity defined

by vd = IJS/TTR2 ene becomes 0.87 • 106 ms~1 , and vd /ve becomes 0.66. When a temperature is defined

from the low velocity electrons, the characteristic for l_2 gives vd/ve *« 1.0 for I = 8.8 A, and for

6 A we get the values 0.55 for L^ and 0.59 for l_2. For still smaller arc current densities vd /ve becomes

about independent of the arc current and a typical value may be 0.4 (Klarfeld 1938). This is expected

since also the axial electric field is about current independent in a weakly ionized arc. Our measure-

ments indicate that vd/ve as well as the electric field tends to increase when I approaches l jS , and

simultaneously the ionization degree becomes of the order of 1 %.
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If the axial electric field is constant at this stage, the increased drift would be explained in terms of

the electric conductivity. In a long and axially homogeneous arc column the axially directed electron

momentum gained from the electric field is lost by scattering of electrons against neutral atoms and

ions, and from this momentum balance the electric conductivity is obtained approximately as

a = e ""e/rn^Tgg + 7ej). Here 7e g and 7e j are the electron-atom and electron-ion collision frequencies.

In a weakly ionized plasma -yp. « 7p a and o ~ n which is consistent with a current independent

electric field, that is, I ^ np. For an ionization degree of a few percent 7 p i ~ 7 because the cross
ea

section for electron-ion collisions is typically two orders of magnitudes larger than for electron-atom collis-

ions. Then o is no longer proportional to n~e but for an increasing ionization degree it will gradually approach

the value given by the Spitzer conductivity, which' is independent of the electron number density, and

under these conditions we expect that an increase of the current also implies an increase of the electric field.

It should also be pointed out that the axial electric field is strong in the sense that the velocity gained

by an electron during a mean free time is not much smaller than the average electron velocity. This

means that the electron velocity distribution is strongly anisotropic, and electron run away effects may

be of importance.

In Figure 11 experimentally determined values of the ratio of the ion flux at the wall, tf/jw, to the total

mass flux there, tf/w, are given as a function of the arc current for currents up to ! j s . i//w was kept

constant at C and A for every arc current during the measurements and the pressure corresponding to

i//w was 0.66 mTorr. The upper diagram was obtained by retarding the positive ions from the tota!

mass flux as explained in Section 2.2. The lower diagram gives the ion flux when the mass flux probe was

used as a Langmuir probe, and the ion saturation flux was obtained by extrapolating back to floating

potential. The difference between the two curves may be due to a systematic error introduced by the

uncertainty in the correction for the finite probe plate thickness in the mass flux probes. Another

systematic error is introduced by the extrapolation in the Langmuir probe measurements.

For I = I |S the curves for the probe at B yield ^ w / s//w ^ 0 . 1 8 and 0.13, and as a typical value we

choose ^ j w / i£w «s 0.15. For I > l j s the gas pressure at B decreased since sheaths with distributed

positions were formed between L j and B. Then the measurements were stopped because the use of

the mass flux probes for quantitative work in this region has not been investigated. The measurements

also indicate that i//jw is larger at C than at A in spite of the fact that t£w is the same at these points.

Accordingly we can keep the column axially homogeneous with respect to one parameter, but values

of other parameters may still vary somewhat along the column. The lower values of ^ | W at A may

be associated with the anode wave which was present at A but not at B and C in these measurements.

From the measured values of we can estimate the ionization mean free path, X j , for an atom
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because C' j v / ^ w 's approximately a function of Xj/R only under actual discharge conditions (Stangeby

and Allen 1971, Vaientini 1972,. Torvén 1972). On the assumption that X j is constant and that all

neutral atoms are moving with their mean speed we get X j/R ^ 13 for ^ -tw/ \£'w = 0.15 (Stangeby

and Allen 1971}. Since ioni/ation directly from the ground state to singly charged ions predominates,

we can write X ; = co/s.0jV>ne. Here cQ = (8 kT^Vrri j) ' / 2 , where TW is the tube wall temperature,

a j is the ionization cross section, and v the electron velocity. The brackets denote the average over

the electron velocity distribution. We have checked the numerical value of X j/R by an evaluation

which as well takes into account the Maxweilian distribution of the neutrai atoms emitted from the

tube wall. Then we get the value X j/R for w
 = 0.15.Thus X j/R is a number of the order

of 10 which immediately confirms that the gas rarefaction due to the ionization is quite small at the

onset of the instability. For axample, the attenuation of the gas flux feaving the wall is less than 10 %

at the symmetry axis for X j/R = 10 (Torvén 1972).

To get an independent check of this result we evaluate <o ; v> from the obtained value of X j by using

the measured electron number densities. The mass flux probe at B was half way between the Langmuir

probes. A typical value of T w was 500 K and we have co = 250 ms~*. With X j = 11 cm we get

< a j V > * 1.1 1 0 ~ 1 4 m V 1 for n e = 2.0 101 1 c m " 3 {probe L^j and < a ; v > « 1.8 • 1 0 ~ 1 4 m V 1

for n e = 1.3 • 10 1 1 c m ~ 3 {probe l_2)

Now the Tonks-Langmuir theory (1929) for the low pressure positive column should be applicable

(Klarfeld 1938) since the gas rarefaction within the column is small. To fulfil l the boundary conditions

at the wall sheath edge, this theory requires that < ajV > = sQ(2kTe/mj)^'^ /NR, where sQ ̂  0.77 and

N is the atom number density. Assuming kTe = 12 eV as a typical value, we get <<7jV> ^ 1 . 1 - l O ^ 1 4

m°s which is in close agreemant with the values we have evaluated from X j .

From Figure 11 we also find that the arc current I should be about proportional to >p-m. Assuming

this we can write I = \-j (mj/27rme)1^e ^ T T R * - , and using $-]VJ/i> w = 0.15 for I = l i s we get

k i « 4.4 which will be used in the discussion in Section 7.

5.4 The influence of the gas reservoir pressure level

In the investigations presented so far the mass fluxes at C and A correcponded to 0.66 mTorr. For

pressures in the interval 0.4 mTorr to 1 mTorr we observed voltage-current characteristics similar

to the one shown in Figure 3 and a similar pattern of voltage fluctuations starting with the ion sound

pulses. We found that l j s increased about linearly with the pressure from 6 A at 0.4 mTorr to about

12 A at 1 mTorr.
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Preliminary observations also indicate that i// ; w / ^ w . and thereby also R/ X j . assume the same

value for I = l i s independent of the gas pressure level in the considered interval.

For pressures below 0.4 mTorr the level of the background fluctuations increased, and they could no

longer be suppressed easily by a magnetic field at the arc spot.

So far we have not made any investigations of the fluctuations for these low pressures. However,

when the gas pressure was decreased slowly for any fixed current in the range 0.3 A to 3 A, anode

voltage pulses similar to those reported in Section 4 developed at pressures between 0.2 and 0.3 mTorr.

The pulses were superimposed on a dc-level which also increased with decreasing pressure. For 0.1

mTorr the dc-level could be as large as 300 V, and the pulse amplitudes 100 V. A further decrease of

the pressure usually led to discharge extinction for the applied circuit. Accordingly it is impossible to

maintain a normal arc discharge for too low pressures. This may be connected with a prediction by

Poletaev (1951), who showed theoretically that a normal positive column should not exist for too

low pressures. However, it remains to show experimentally whether the observed discharge ex-

tinction is a positive column phenomenon or an electrode phenomenon; one may possibly proceed as

we have done for a higher pressure in the Sections 4 and 5.

Stangeby and Allen (1973) have suggested that a dc-current level (the current h'mit) can be associated

with a pressure by observing currents and pressures when extinction occurs. In this way they deter-

mined current limits as a function of the pressure in the interval 0.1 mTorr cm < pR < 0.3 mTorr cm,

and they impliciteiy assumed that these current limits are a property of the positive column only. In

contrast to this we have found that current limits determined by such a criterion depend on the external

electric circuit as well. With an EMF of 125 V and a current of 0.3 A we obtained extinction at a

pressure of about 0.2 mTorr. With an EMF of 700 V and the same current, extinction usually occurred

at a pressure as low as 0.05 mTorr. In this way pR-values between 0.05 and 0.2 mTorr cm can be

associated with the same current level depending on the applied circuit EMF, and we concluded that

positive column theories are not confirmed by such experiments.
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6 SHEATH FORMATION BY MAGNETIC CONTRACTION OF THE COLUMN

Experiments in tubes with the diameters 1, 2 and 3 cm indicate that the instability appears for a certain

critical current density. This observation suggests that sheaths should also be formed when the current

density is increased locally by contracting the column magnetically over a short region (Tuma and

Ware 1967, Lejeune 1971).

To test this we placed a short coil around the tube as shown in Figure 12. The axial magnetic field

on the symmetry axis at the centre, BQ, could be varied up to 200 Gauss. For this field the electron

gyro radius is much smaller than the tube diameter even for electrons with an energy of 1000 eV,

while the positive ion trajectories are hardly influenced. The discharge was run under the conditions

given in Figure 3, that is, sheath formation occurred for a current density of 3.2 A/cmr without

magnetic field. By applying the magnetic field it was possible to produce sheaths for lower values of

the undisturbed current density j o = l/7rR . For j o = 2.5 Never and BQ = 50 Gauss we obtained the

sheath structure sketched in the upper picture in Figure 12. Simultaneously voltage pulses with

amplitudes of the order of 1000 V were observed on the anode. By capacitive probes pulses of the

same amplitudes were detected in the undisturbed plasma on the anode side of the coil. On the

cathode side only background fluctuations were detected. Close to the coil and inside the coil we

could not easily interprete the probe signals probably because the plasma there was partially screened

from the wall.

For lower values of j 0 a visible sheath was also formed, but the amplitudes of the voltage pulses

reached a saturation value when Bo was increased. For example j o = 1.5 A/cm^ gave voltage pulses

of the order of 50 V for BQ = 100 Gauss. A further increase of BQ up to 200 Gauss did not increase

the pulse amplitudes. Instead the visible boundary was continuously deformed, and a tongue of bluish

cathode plasma gradually penetrated into the reddish anode plasma, and a boundary according to the

lower picture in Figure 12 was obtained.
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7 COMPARISON WITH EARLIER EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AND PROPOSED

THEORIES

In earlier experiments (Allen and Thonemann 1954, Allen et al. 1963) the authors have characterized

current limitation by a dc-current level (the current limit) determined by associating an observed

increase of the time averaged arc voltage with a current level. In a recent paper (Stangeby and Allen

1973) no voltage current characteristics are presented, but the authors say that current limitation

was characterized by either the complete extinction of the arc or the arc voltage starting to rise ex-

tremely rapidly, and they report that it was impossible to decrease the ballast resistor quickly enough

to maintain the current constant at the onset of current limitation. The latter criterion may correspond

to the spontaneous drift along the load line observed by us ( f in Figure 3). However, if this drift

appeared, their column would have been strongly inhomogeneous so this interpretation of their current

limits is contradicted by their statement that current limitation occurred under axially uniform con-

ditions in their column.

Current limits satisfying some subjective criterion imposed by the experimentalist can be useful in

technical applications. Such current limits are also helpful for other experimentalists who must know

for which combinations of gas pressures, tube geometries, and currents the phenomenon is expected to

appear. However, from the physical point of view it is too superficial to attempt to describe the

phenomenon in terms of a single dc-current level. It seems that Allen and Stangeby (1973) have over-

looked the physical significance of fluctuations, and their presentation might give the incorrect im-

pression that current limitation is a stationary phenomena which could be explained by a theory

based on a stationary column.

Allen and Thonemann (1954) and Allen et al. (1963) have suggested that current limitation will occur

when the ion flux at the wall, \b m, approaches the value of the neutral flux returned, i£w. Stangeby

and Allen (1971) presented a modified version of this idea to take into account experimental observat-

ions (Klarfeld 1938, Babid et al. 1969) and earlier theoretical predictions (e.g. Poletaev 1951). The

Stangeby and Allen model gives a limiting current, l g A , which increases monotonously with the gas

pressure p from a very small current level, attained for a postulated value of pR = 0.11 mTorr cm,

to the value predicted by Allen and Thonemann, I A y , which is approached asymptotically. For pR =

= 0.3 mTorr cm their model gives I § A «s 0.9 I A T and \p l w » 0.9 i^w, and for pR * 0.4 mTorr cm

*SA * 'AT anc* ^ iw ^ ^ w H e r e P '* ^ e 9as P r e s s u r e corresponding to 2N W at 293 K, and N w is

the atom number density in \pw. R is the tube radius.

The authors make no theoretical predictions of what they expect to occur in a plasma column when

the arc current exceeds ! g A . Hen we shall test whether l g A can be associated with the formation

of a visible sheath. Our measurements of \p-iWJ ̂  (Section 5.3) for pR Ä 0.66 mTorr cm gave the
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value V i w ^ w * 0.15 for I = l js. This is about an order of magnitude smaller than the value

^iv»/ ^w * * predicted by the Stangeby and Allen model. The same discrepancy appears in the

discharge current i ^ j . A basic postulate in the Stangeby ana Allen model is that the arc current I

= ( 07 la) (mj/2ir me) " ^ e # JWJT R^ where &y I a is independent of the discharge current för

currents up to \^j. In Section 5.3 we obtained (iy/a * 4.4 and by putting ^ j w =» # w =

= 0.66 • 1.7 • 10* 7 c m ~ V ^ we get I ^ j =» 57 A. In contrast to this we observed sheath formation

for I * 10 A.

These observations have led us to the conclusion that the physical processes observed in this paper

have no connection at all with the criteria and theories proposed by Allen and Stangeby (1971) and

Allen and Thonemann (1954).
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8 DISCUSSION

Our ac-potentiai measurements have been made by capacitive probes which give no information about

the radial ac-fields. Unfortunately it is not quite straightforward to measure the radial fields by

Langmuir probes. As we have pointed out, the plasma column is sensitive to disturbances in the region

be of the voltage-current characteristic, and some difficulties have to be overcome to extend the Lang-

muir probe measurements into this region. When for example probe L^ was moved from the wall

to the symmetry axis, the pattern of fluctuations detected by probe l_2 was influenced and changed

drastically. Besides, the sheaths tended to form at the probe positions. Of course this does not mean

that it would be impossible to get valuable information in this region from Langmuir probe measure-

ments, but this must be decided by further investigations.

Due to our incomplete knowledge of the processes leading to sheath formation, further experiments

are clearly required before any theoretical model can be made. However, it is of some interest to dis-

cuss whether the observed ion sound pulses are associated with an ion sound instability. When the

positive ions in a collisionfree plasma are Maxwellian distributed with a temperature T|, and the

electrons have a displaced Maxwellian distribution so that they drift through the ion gas with a velocity

uQ, growing ion waves would propagate in the direction of the electron drift if Te » Tj and

uo > Cs = (kTe/mj}*'2 (Krall and Trivelpiece 1973). For wavelengths X » X Q the phase velocity is

constant and equal to C$, and there is no dispersion. As long as the linear approximation is valid, an

initial disturbance built up by a superposition of waves with X » X p will accordingly propagate with

the constant speed Cs although some distortion is introduced by the wave length dependent amplification

factor.

The length of the observed ion sound pulses is given by the pulse signal time times C$. Since it is

typically a few cm, the pulses can be built up by waves with long wave lengths. The positive ions are

not Maxwellian distributed, but the energy associated with their axial motion is much less than kTe.

Further we have observed electron drift velocities v^ of the order of (kTe/me)1 '2 so that u 0 would

be of the order of 600Cs if the axial component of the electron velocity has a displaced Maxwellian

distribution, and by assuming this the conditions for an ion sound instability would be fulfilled in the

column. However, then the instability condition would also be fulfilled for any current in the ordinary

arc region since v^ is of the order of {kTe/meP'2 there, too. One reason for this discrepancy may be

the assumption that the electrons have a displaced Maxwellian distribution, because we find no reason

to assume a priori that this is the case.

To conclusively decide this question, measurements of the electron velocity distribution should be

made. Since the relevant quantity is the distribution of the axial velocity component, measurements

with spherical probes by the usual Druyvesteyn method <cf. e.g. Andersson 1970) give little information
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for instability investigations. Instead plane probes with their normals along the tube axis should be

used, and the first derivative of the probe current with respect to the probe voltage give the desired

distribution. The main difficulty is that the probe sheath thickens when the probe is biased to

measure large electron energies, and this will limit the range of electron energies for which the probe

works as a plane probe.

Anylinear approximation should break down when the amplitudes of the ion sound pulses become

of the order of kTe/e. As is seen from Figure 9, the pulse amplitudes are saturated at a level of about

10 V, and the observed pulse disintegration and the resulting wave trails are probably determined by

non-linear phenomena.
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9 CONCLUSIONS

Current limitation in a low pressure mercury arc is a non-stationary process which is characterized

by high voltage pulses developing over the arc when the external electric circuit stabilizes the current.

For very low gas pressures current limitation may be associated with theoretically predicted

existence limits for a normdl positive column (e.g. Poletaev 1951).

However, for somewhat higher gas pressures and electron number densities new phenomena appear.

When the column is kept axially homogeneous and the high voltage pulses are produced by a very

slow increase of the current, the voltage drops are concentrated to a visible sheath formed across

the column. The formation of the sheath seems to be associated with an ion sound instability caused

by the relative drift between electrons and ions. However, the processes leading to the formation of

space charge regions with high voltage drops are not understood under actual discharge conditions,

and further experimental and theoretical investigations are required.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Discharge apparatus.

Figure 2 Examples of anode voltage pulses and the corresponding arc current fluctuations

in an inductive circuit. Arc current 9.5 A, gas pressure 0.66 mTorr and inductance 0.2 H.

Figure 3 Voltage current characteristic. In the region ab an ordinary arc existed. In be large

amplitude anode voltage fluctuations were present as shown by the oscillograms.

At sheath formation a sudden increase of the average arc voltage occurred (cd).

Figure 4 The sheath divides the column into a bluish cathode plasma and a reddish anode plasma.

The cathode plasma has a stronger luminosity as shown by the photograph.

Figure 5 Simultaneous ac-voltage measurements at different points by capacitive probes. The

voltage level at the anode side of the sheath is about a factor TOO larger than at the

cathode side.

Figure 6 Indication of a gas rarefaction at the anode side of the sheath.

Figure 7 Experiments with the shown discharge tube gave the same results as the tube shown in

Figure 1 when the gas pressure was balanced to keep the column axiaily homogeneous.

Figure 8 Simultaneous capäcitive probe signals from four different points showing the »anode

wave», which does not seem to be connected with the sheath formation process.

Figure 9 Simultaneous capacitive probe signals from eight different points showing the origin of

the »wave trails» observed on the anode voltage at point b in the voltage current

characteristic (Figure 3). The propagation velocity of the growing pulses is closely equal

to the ion sound velocity. The resulting »wave trails» appeared simultaneously in the

whole anode plasma and on the anode.

Figure 10 Langmuir probe characteristics. »Ion sound pulses» were present between L^ and l_2 for

I = 8.8 A and the characteristic at l_2 shows an increased number of electrons in the high

energy tail of the distribution when the arc current is increased from 6 A to 8.8 A.

Figure 11 Ratio of the ion flux at the wall to the neutral flux returned measured by two different

methods. The results show that there is no large gas rarefaction due to the ionization at

the onset of instability.
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Figure 12 Sheaths were produced when the column was constricted locally by a magnetic field from

a short coil. For sufficiently large fields and for not too large arc currents the sheath was

deformed as illustrated by the lower picture. The cathode plasma is denoted by the

closely spaced dots. j 0 is the arc current density in the undisturbed column and the gas

pressure was 0.66 mTorr.
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CURRENT LIMITING SPACE CHARGE SHEATHS IN A LOW PRESSURE

ARC PLASMA
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A low pressure arc becomes unstable for sufficiently large arc

currents or low gas pressures (current limitation, arc star-

vation, arc chopping). We use a mercury arc with a long posi-

tive column and a current stabilizing external electric cir-

cuit. The arc current is increased very slowly at vapour pres-

sures below 1 mTorr, and voltage pulses with large amplitudes

and a typical duration of 10 ps develop over the arc. The ac-

voltage distribution along the column is measured by external

capacitive probes, and when the column is kept axially homo-

geneous, the voltage drops are found to be concentrated to a

space charge sheath which forms a sharp and visible boundary

across the column. For current levels just below the current

leading to sheath formation, voltage pulses propagating with

the ion sound speed can be detected in the region of the column

where the sheath is formed.

For very low gas pressures current limitation may be associated

with theoretically predicted existence limits for a low pres-

sure positive column. For slightly higher pressures, earlier

theories for current limitation are found to be in disagree-

ment with the experimental results. It is concluded that the

fundamental processes leading to high voltage space charge

regions are not yet understood under actual discharge condi-

tions.

Key words Low pressure arc, positive column, current limitation,

sheath, doublesheath, ion sound instability.


